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Justification for Teaching Party Line Dances in Physical Education Class: 
 

I love teaching 4 wall party line dances because they tend to be fairly easy steps that 
everyone can do.  These dances can always be modified/simplified for younger students or APE 
students.  This genre of dance tends to take the pressure off apprehensive, “non-dancers” as 
they realize that no one is looking at them because they are too focused on themselves dancing 
with the group, and turning and facing the correct wall.  I also love that these dances are social. 
 I have had numerous students from my K-12 physical education classes excitedly tell me that 
they have danced the dances that we learned in class, outside of class at social settings.  These 
social dance experiences included family weddings, school dances, bar/bat mitzvahs, sweet 
sixteens, quinceaneras, and block parties.  Lastly, I love teaching and doing party line dances 
because they are a great workout and they are FUN!  
 

The dances that we will cover today support the following standards: 
SHAPE America PE Standards: 1, 3, 4, & 5 

SHAPE America Dance Standards: K-4, 5-8, & 9-12 

NJ State Common Core Standards for Comprehensive Health & Physical Education: 2.5 Motor 
Skill Development A. Movement Skills & Concepts, & 2.6 Fitness. A. Fitness & Physical Activity 
 

Equipment Needed: Large cones for visuals for lines for dancers, some type of stereo, music, 
and an open dance space 
 

 

mailto:coachbonanno@gmail.com


Dances K-12: 
 

We will cover a variety of dances during today’s session.  However, since we will not 
have time for all dances, I wanted to list them below with resources, so you can teach them to 
your students.  If you choose to teach any of the original dances that I created, I just ask that 
you please cite me as the choreographer, thank you.   
 

Cha-Cha Slide (K-12) *Modify for K/1 by taking out the turn.  *This is a great 1st dance to teach 
at any level as it is a “calling out” dance.  Similar to square dancing, all of the steps are 
announced by the music and this dance takes minimal instruction.  Just be sure to teach/demo 
the “cha-cha” step (give several variations as demonstrated in the session), “charlie brown” (two 
choices), stomping, sliding, “hands on your knees,” “hop” (it’s actually a jump), “criss cross”, 
“reverse/reverse”, etc. and let everyone dance out the jitters with this fun song!  
Music by DJ Casper. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZv62ShoStY  
 

Cupid Shuffle (2-12) *Partial “calling out” dance, only calls out the steps during the chorus  
Music by Cupid: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h24_zoqu4_Q  
 

Biker Shuffle (5/6-12) *Partial “calling out” dance, only calls out the steps during the chorus, 
*This is a super fun dance that I first heard about at a dance social evening event at a SHAPE 
America Convention.  Music by Big Mucci: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acwDCINHpgQ  
Step-by-Step Instructional Video by Big Mucci: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9ggS1y4_N8  
 

Rockin’ Robin (2/3-12) *Original dance that I choreographed to music by The Jackson 5 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=alm0HS2os-I   Students enjoy that this is such an upbeat 
song with easy/catchy steps.  Every grade level that has danced it has enjoyed it.  I have taught 
this in elementary school, middle school, and high school in co-educational settings.  I have had 
seniors who were originally reluctant dancers tell me this was their favorite dance of the unit 
because they thought it was a fun dance!  
Dance Steps Choreographed by Karen Bonanno:  
(*Note: 4 counts of 8 introduction that you can have the group step and clap on the beat, start 
dancing as little Michael sings, “He rocks in the tree tops…”) 
Walk up for 1, 2, 3, *step clap on 4, then walk back 1, 2, 3, *step clap on 4 

Twist to the right 3x (twist, twist, twist, clap), then repeat steps to the left 
Step touch, step touch, step touch, step touch (alternating from right to left sides, quicker 
tempo) 
Funky turn for 3 counts to the right and clap on 4 facing where you started (*think - “Turn -A-
Round, Clap), then repeat going to the Left 
Rock step/shimmy with right leg in front (*MUST have right leg in front!) (*think - (quick) shimmy, 
shimmy (forward 2x), shimmy, shimmy, (back 2x) then repeat again, or *think (slower) rock 
forward, rock back, rock forward, rock back (*MUST end with weight rocked back on LEFT leg) 
Pivot turn (*Use right leg and pivot/swivel to LEFT ¼ turn (*pivot on the ball of your right foot), 
“pause,” clap, clap 

Repeat whole dance from the Top with the walking forward w/clap, etc. Perform the dance 
facing the new/2nd wall, then continue to repeat the dance on each wall until the end of the 
music.  
 

Wobble (6-12) Music by V.I.C. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IHomA2TcJ4  
Instructional Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqiuHog3a7k  
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BBQ Stain or Any Man of Mine (6-12) BBQ Stain Music by Tim McGraw and Any Man of Mine 
by Shania Twain (*I originally learned this dance to the Tim McGraw song, but later learned that 
some people prefer to dance it to Shania Twain’s song, I think either song can work!) Music by 
Tim McGraw: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-OINlv0jfQ  
Music by Shania Twain: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXELfIigluo  
Instructional Demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCgQ48dE7Gc (*Note: If you use the 
Tim McGraw song it helps to put a “stomp, stomp” at the routine after the grapevine turn/box 
step to find the downbeat of the music, this also slightly slows down the fast part and helps keep 
the people on tempo in case they lost the count/beat, etc.) 
 

Cleveland Shuffle (6-12) *This is another dance that I learned by attending an evening dance 
social at a SHAPE America Convention  
Music by 71 North:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJk_qxFOkfI&list=RDNJk_qxFOkfI   
Instructional Video by Big Mucci: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cCP5MYxEO8  
 

Men In Black (2/3-12) Music by Will Smith (*dance can be repeated from the chorus of the 
music video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJoBWii2lNM  
 

Hokey Pokey (K-4/5) Music by Ray Anthony & His Orchestra, Vocals by Jo Ann Greer & The 
Skyliners https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_P9PU5FcMQ  
 

Chicken Dance (K-5) Music by Werner Thomas (accordian player) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hb9FwlubyIQ  
 

Macarena (K-12) *Modify for K/1 by taking out the turn 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6wINQ4ywd3U (*be careful of lyrics) 
Instructional video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzV63IRR8BQ  
 

Bunny Hop (K-2/3) *Conga line dance! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWndL5N6edI  
 

Alley Cat (K-2/3) *Can take out the turn if it’s too tricky for younger students 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBLL_wQlpdw  
 

Electric Slide (3-12) Instructional Video with Variations: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dv2qKpna3lM  
Music by Marcia Griffiths & Bunny Wailer (original song called “Electric Boogie”), dance 
choreographed by Richard L “Ric” Silver:  
Music: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmMQfTJ3gYk  
 

The Hustle (3-12) Music by Van McCoy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0xVLGssnwU 
 Instructional Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7TsRdkrxl4g and 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDWODjBRdWk  
 

Whip Nae Nae (2/3-12) *Cardio PE Version by PE Teacher Jared Paschall & Harvest 
Elementary School Students Instructional Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6b-
2wEkhOnk (*Know your principal & audience because of lyrics/messages) Music by Silento 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjW8wmF5VWc  
 

Cotton-Eye-Joe (5-12) *4 wall line dance version that I created. *Just do the regular “Cotton-
Eye-Joe” step but do it on the left leg to start, then grapevine to the left, then right.  Then repeat 
the “regular” “Cotton-Eyed-Joe” step on the right, then grapevine to the right, and then 
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grapevine & TURN to the LEFT, facing your new wall, creating a 4 wall line dance. Music by 
Rednex https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEkXCYrQUAg *Be careful of lyrics in song. 
 

Gettin Jiggy with It *I kept the “jiggy” step and I choreographed the rest of the dance Music by 
Will Smith https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JcmQONgXJM  
(*Approximately 4 - 8 counts before you start the first step, begin the dance when you hear Will 
Smith say “On your mark, ready set let’s go…”) 
Dance Steps Choreographed by Karen Bonanno:  
Broken T arms, w/ Right leg lead- step out, rock back, out, together & jump 4x w/4 fist punches 
to air (right hand/arm) *the 4 jumps/fist punches are a ¼ turn to the next wall on the Right! (*I 
used my creative dance license here and did not turn left). Repeat this sequence until you are 
facing your original wall. 
Stomp/Pop/Pound Step - Hard to the right (*bounce into it) 2x, then hard to the left 2x 

Kick Ball Change (or Kick w/ Right leg, then step/transfer weight back then front) 2x, then pivot 
½ turn, pivot turn (*head roll/hair throw optional) Then repeat combo starting with the kick ball 
change into the pivot 
 

Gettin Jiggy With It Step 4x- (*same from video), Na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, na, (*Do 
this step to the right for the chorus, then repeat to the left w/chorus, then back to the right, then 
left 
*Repeat from the top with the Broken T step with the Jump/punch ¼ turn 
 

Turbo Hustle (6-12) *Very fast paced like the name states “turbo” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hu5njQJ92a4  
 

Thriller (9-12) Music by Michael Jackson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIx_HbmRnQY   
Instructional Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFEu2vd0nPk&t=478s  
 

Tips & Tricks for Teaching Dance in Physical Education: 
 

~ Demo Dances - Using a “whole/part/whole” philosophy - be confident and show the kids the 
dance before teaching it.  *This is especially important if it is a dance that is brand new or one 
that they have never seen before. Students (as everyone) love a show and they will enjoy being 
the audience.  This also give the students an idea of where you/they are going in the 
lesson/what to expect. (*If you can manage to smile while performing and convey you are 
having fun, then this can also encourage people to be more open minded because what student 
in physical education class doesn’t love having fun!) 
 

~ Use “Chunking”- it helps people (especially non-dancers), to have you break down the 
dance several ways.  First “mark” the dance (walk through it without the music - sometimes it 
helps to slow down the tempo or counts at this time when someone is first learning a dance), 
then teach and practice part of the dance with the music, until you’ve progressively done the 
entire routine with the music. 
 

~ “Mirroring & Matching” - Most, if not all dance studios have mirrors, but your typical PE 
gymnasium does not.  Therefore, it is beneficial if teachers practice teaching dances using both 
mirroring and matching.  (*I also would recommend teachers to practice the dances in front of a 
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mirror, prior to teaching in front of the students in order to get comfortable and confident with the 
dance moves).  While some might argue that you should only use mirroring and never turn your 
back to your students, I would say that it is okay to occasionally face the same wall/way as your 
students to help them learn the steps.  If someone has never danced before, it can be both 
difficult and frustrating to try to learn a dance from your teacher who is facing you and mirroring 
the entire dance.  Making this “mental switch/flip” in a new dancers mind can sometimes be 
difficult/frustrating and generally when something is difficult or frustrating, people don’t find 
enjoyment in it and they tend to give up or quit.  Please know that I am not suggesting that you 
teach an entire class using only matching, (this could be dangerous and a liability issue) but I 
think a health balance between mirroring/matching is helpful.  
 

~ “Say It & Your Body Will Do It” - If you demo and encourage your students to say the steps 
outloud as they are doing it, it will help them make the mind/body connection and execute the 
dance steps.  I would also encourage you to use a variety of options in the choices of what to 
say, as different words will resonate with different dancers.  For example, you can use 
numbers/counts for some, while others would prefer to use lefts or rights, or to say the actual 
“step,” etc.  The more learning options you give, the more likely every student in the room will be 
successful. 
 

~ “Give Options” - I always like to start with a “basic” step then give options to add style, swag, 
pizazz, etc. as the student feels comfortable.  This way if someone is not as strong of a 
mover/dancer they can just do the very basic steps and know that this is okay and acceptable.  
Students will benefit from the physical activity of dance and as they get more comfortable, they 
can feel confident to take risks and try out some of the different options.  Once again, the more 
options you give the more likely every student will feel comfortable and find success in the 
lesson.  
 

~ General Rules for Teaching 4  Wall Line Dances - Start facing your main audience wall, 
then always turn to the LEFT.  Dance facing your 2nd wall, turn left.  Then dance facing your 3rd 
wall, turn left.  Finally, dance facing your 4th wall, turn left (*you are now back to your first wall). 
 

~ APE - In my experience, when teaching dance to special needs groups, things can always be 
modified to meet a student’s individual learning needs. This allows all students to be successful 
and have fun while dancing. I’ve taught students with a variety of special learning needs 
including students in wheelchairs and students with walkers. To make sure the student feels 
comfortable with the dance modifications, it is a good idea to have another adult or student(s) 
consistently model the adaptations/modifications.  I would also recommend that you allow any 
modification options to be used by any students in the class, so your APE student doesn’t feel 
“different” or uncomfortable.  I also have taught numerous students on the autism spectrum. 
 Generally, as long as you know your audience and don’t play the music too loud for students on 
the spectrum, they will have a very enjoyable time dancing.  Also, for all APE students (and in 
general, all students) I would place more emphasis on the joy of dancing/moving, being 
physically fit and active, and less emphasis on whether or not the steps are being executed 
correctly.  
 



~ “Recruit Key Players/Assistant Dance Teachers” - Knowing your audience (aka: your 
student population) in any PE class is important, but especially when doing a topic like dance, 
that might take a little more effort to “sell” and get a “buy in” from the mass populations of your 
PE classes.  Generally, the younger elementary level students love dancing and although 
secondary students (both middle and high school) also love dancing, they often tend to be a 
little more apprehensive and reserved as they can be very self-conscious of what what their 
peers think about their dancing.  To combat this potential challenge, take notice when you are 
teaching, which students are automatically smiling, and seem genuinely interested to dance. 
 Are any kids extremely skilled?  Do any students have any dance experience?  Find your 
motivated students who can help you lead with enthusiasm, as enthusiasm is always 
contagious!  I love having “assistant dance teachers.”  These “assistants” are students that 
know the dances who can help be “lead” dancers by modeling the dance facing a particular wall 
(for 4 wall line dances).  These assistants not only empower the students, but it also stops the 
teacher from racing around like crazy, trying to model the dances on all 4 walls  by him/herself. 
 I also recommend choosing as many assistants as possible, and switching them up for each 
dance to get many students involved in a leadership role.  
 

~ “Your Creative Dance License” - I always tell my students they have their own creative 
dance license, and they always have full rights to tweak a step to express themselves, as “self-
expression” is one of the many beauties of dance. 
 

Resources: http://www.shapeamerica.org/standards/pe/ 
http://www.shapeamerica.org/standards/dance/index.cfm 
http://www.nj.gov/education/aps/cccs/chpe/  
http://www.youtube.com  
 

Thank you for coming to the dance party!  
 

 
 

Sample Lesson Plan: 
 
 
Teacher: Karen Bonanno Grade: 7th       Class Size: 27  Date: 2/28/17 
Unit: Party Line Dances  Time: 40 min.    Facility:Gymnasium  
 

Learning Target- I can elevate my heart rate and improve my cardiovascular fitness through 
line dancing.   
 

By the end of the lesson the student will know and do: 
(C) Understand the basic moves of the new “Biker Shuffle” and the“Rockin’ Robin” line dances. 
(A) Work cooperatively with his/her classmates 100% of the time during the lesson. 
(P) Perform the “Cha-Cha Slide” or the Cupid Shuffle” as a warm-up,  and dance the “Biker 
Shuffle,” and “Rockin’ Robin” line dances.   
 

http://www.shapeamerica.org/standards/pe/
http://www.shapeamerica.org/standards/dance/index.cfm
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Assessment: Informal assessments are embedded throughout the lesson, including the use of 
questioning, teacher observation (*teacher will give specific positive and corrective feedback to 
class and individuals throughout the lesson), and self-assessments. (*Note: Self assessments 
will include visual feedback while dancing, taking one’s pulse, and the use of heart rate 
monitors). 
 

Standards: SHAPE America PE Standards: 1, 3, 4, & 5 

SHAPE America Dance Standards: K-4, 5-8, & 9-12 

NJ State Common Core Standards for Comprehensive Health & Physical Education: 2.5 Motor 
Skill Development A. Movement Skills & Concepts, & 2.6 Fitness. A. Fitness & Physical Activity 
 

Equipment Needed: Large cones for visuals for lines for dancers, some type of stereo, music 
(songs including; Cha-Cha Slide, Cupid Shuffle, Biker Shuffle, and Rockin’ Robin) an open 
dance space, and a white board (used as a visual to display the learning target and a list of 
which dances that will be taught for today’s lesson). 
 

Safety: Make sure students are conscious of spacial awareness.  All students must maintain 
self-space for safety purposes during all dances.  Students should try to maintain an “arms 
length” distance apart from each other.  (*Note: If the dance space is limited then use “chicken 
wing” space as the measurement for spacing.  This can be done for today’s lesson as the 
dances in today’s lesson do not have overly big arm movements, that need extra space.)  
 

Instant Activity (ASAP): Have Ss do a quick 10 second “Peer Interview”/“Turn & Talk” listing 
ways someone could elevate his/her heart rate and improve his/her cardiovascular fitness. The 
teacher will spend an additional 10-20 seconds have students sharing out their answers. 
 

Introduction: Take attendance and have students meet by the white board. Have a student 
volunteer read the learning target.  Students will also have the opportunity to take their heart 
rate manually during this time, and they will be wearing heart rate monitors. (*Note: My students 
have prior knowledge and practice of finding their pulse and they have prior experience wearing 
the heart rate monitors.)  
 

Warm-up: Have the class vote between the “Cha-Cha Slide” or the “Cupid Shuffle” as the 
warm-up dance.  Do the dance with the majority of votes (*If there is a tie then the teacher will 
be the tie-breaker and if there is any extra time at the end of class, the students will end with the 
2nd runner up warm-up dance choice). *Note: The teacher will remind students of the cha-cha 
step and “mark” this step or the Cupid Shuffle dance once as a review from last class. 
(*Remember to “mark” a move/dance is to practice the steps without the music.)  *Students will 
get a self-space within the coned rows, and the teacher will be rotating each row (i.e.- who is in 
the first, middle, and last row for each song/dance so every student has an opportunity to dance 
in each row during the lesson).  
 
 



Learning Activity #1- The teacher will demo the “Biker Shuffle” as this is a new dance.  The 
teacher will remind students that this is a partial “calling out” dance as the singer calls out the 
steps during the chorus of the song.  *The teacher will ask students to sit in their rows so the 
students who are behind them can all see the teacher dancing and performing the dance as a 
preview.   (*Note: The teacher will use the “whole/part/whole” method combined with “chunking” 
to help students learn the new dances in class.)   
 
Biker Shuffle: 
 
Note: There is a 19 second intro. that you can have your students practice finding the beat of 
the music (example marching and or “popping” a body part (example – rib cage).  When you 
hear Big Mucci say “We’re gonna call this one here the Biker Shuffle,” start the dance.  
 
Chorus: (also the start of the dance) 
 
 “Walk it to your right” = Right, left, right, step clap (all in the direction of the right)  
“Now move it on up, now move it on up” = One, two, three, one, two, three/triple step pulling up 
to the left front corner first, then the right front corner 2nd (left, right, left, then right, left, right) 
 
“Walk it to your left” = Left, right, left, step clap (all in the direction of the left) 
“Now bring it on back, now bring it on back” = Back, two, three, back, two, three/triple step 
pulling back to the right corner first, then pulling back to the left corner 2nd (right, left, right, then 
left, right, left) 
 
“Kick with it, kick with it” = Right heel kick, left heel kick  
“Pop out, in now kick with it” = Right leg lead with stepping (quick) out, out, in, in (like a ladder 
agility drill) and kick with right heel  
 
“Step to your right now slide with it, turn to your left with it” = Right toe tap laterally “out, in” and 
slide (transfer weight and “slide” like in the Cha-Cha Slide,” and tap right toe 4x as you ¼ turn to 
the next dance wall and you can add a little shoulder for attitude in our step 
 
*Repeat the dance from the top and do so throughout the entire song.  
 

Learning Activity #2-  Students will check their heart rates and compare to their original 
numbers (pre-exercise/resting heart rates) prior the warm-up dance.  Then the students will 
rotate lines and have a seat while the teacher demos the “Rockin’ Robin” dance, which she 
personally choreographed.    *The teacher will introduce the term “choreography” as a new 
content specific term.  The teacher will teach the “Rockin’ Robin.” 
 
Rockin’ Robin: 
Dance Steps Choreographed by Karen Bonanno:  
 

(*Note: 4 counts of 8 introduction that you can have the group step and clap on the beat, start 
dancing as little Michael sings, “He rocks in the tree tops…”) 
 

Walk up for 1, 2, 3, *step clap on 4, then walk back 1, 2, 3, *step clap on 4 

Twist to the right 3x (twist, twist, twist, clap), then repeat steps to the left 
Step touch, step touch, step touch, step touch (alternating from right to left sides, quicker 
tempo) 



Funky turn for 3 counts to the right and clap on 4 facing where you started (*think - “Turn -A-
Round, Clap), then repeat going to the Left (*optional “funky” arms on the turn) 
Rock step/shimmy with right leg in front (*MUST have right leg in front!) (*think - (quick) shimmy, 
shimmy (forward 2x), shimmy, shimmy, (back 2x) then repeat again, or *think (slower) rock 
forward, rock back, rock forward, rock back (*MUST end with weight rocked back on LEFT leg) 
Pivot turn (*Use right leg and pivot/swivel to LEFT ¼ turn (*pivot on the ball of your right foot), 
“pause,” clap, clap 

Repeat whole dance from the Top with the walking forward w/clap, etc. Perform the dance 
facing the new/2nd wall, then continue to repeat the dance on each wall until the end of the 
music.  
 

Learning Activity #3- Have the students check their heart rates one last time.  Then depending 
on class time, have the students rotate lines and do the 2nd choice warm-up dance in the 
remaining class time. 
 
 
Cool-down: - Ss will walk back to the meeting place, help clean up any equipment, and they 
may stretch any muscles that they feel they need to stretch 
 

Closure: Review the learning target, and the teacher will lead a student and teacher Q & A 
about how the students’ heart rates were elevated and how line dancing helped improve their 
cardiovascular fitness during this lesson. The class can also discuss what other components of 
physical fitness can be improved through using dance as an exercise and a way to improve 
one’s overall health.  Additionally, the teacher will also emphasis the social aspect of line 
dancing and discuss with students where they might be exposed to social dancing (line dancing 
or otherwise) in their lives outside of physical education.   
 

References:  
http://www.shapeamerica.org/standards/pe/ 
http://www.shapeamerica.org/standards/dance/index.cfm 
http://www.nj.gov/education/aps/cccs/chpe/  
http://www.youtube.com  
Cha-Cha SlideMusic by DJ Casper https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZv62ShoStY  
Cupid Shuffle Music by Cupid Music by Cupid: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h24_zoqu4_Q  
Biker Shuffle Music by Big Mucci https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acwDCINHpgQ  
Step-by-Step Instructional Video by Big Mucci 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9ggS1y4_N8 
Rockin’ Robin *Original dance that Karen Bonanno choreographed to music by  
The Jackson 5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=alm0HS2os-I 
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